The Brazilian Army manages its Strategic Portfolio, comprising programs which contribute to generating the necessary capabilities for the accomplishment of its constitutional missions. The Army Project Management Office (EPEx) is responsible for planning and coordinating actions of interest to the Portfolio, its programs and projects. The Portfolio brings a significant amount of benefits to society, among others: strengthening of the Defense Industrial Base, development of dual technologies, job creation, international projection, social peace and security.

Its purpose is to equip the Land Force with a missile system and high-tech rockets, capable of reaching targets between 15 and 300 km, from the vehicle platforms of the ASTROS System.

Its purpose is to coordinate and integrate projects and processes of the Cyber Strategic Sector and develop cybernetic skills of the Land Force.

It aims to ensure the effective use of the cyber space (preparation and operational employment) by the Ministry of Defense (MD) and the Armed Forces and preventing or hindering its use against national interests.

It aims to transform the Motorized Infantry in Mechanized and modernize the Mechanized Cavalry, contributing to the resumption of the capacity of the Industrial Base of Brazilian Defense, with manufacturing in national territory of the new family of armored vehicles on wheels.

Its purpose is to provide the Brazilian military organizations with the necessary assets to obtain the full operational capability, according to the National Defense Strategy.

Its purpose is to update the Educational and Cultural system, with new skills and knowledge required for the military professional, through a system of continuing education, seeking the absorption of the culture, innovation and development of critical thinking.

“Willingness to change is what the Nation is now demanding of herself, of her leadership, of her sailors, soldiers and airmen. It's not just about financing and equipping the Armed Forces. It is to transform them, to better defend Brazil.”

Aims to increase the Army capacity to coordinate operations in the protection of society, highlighting: the protection of terrestrial strategic structures (Critical Infrastructures); support the Civil Defense; safety coordination and acting in Major Events; operations of Law and Order (GLO), guarantee of voting and Determination (GVA) in electoral lawsuits; and prevention and fight against terrorism.
**GOVERNANCE OF THE PORTFOLIO**

- Effectiveness, effectiveness, efficiency, cost-effectiveness
- Sustainability
- Alignment
- Communication
- Risk management
- Accountability

**BENEFITS OF THE PORTFOLIO TO THE SOCIETY**

- Capacidade de Operação
- Defesa Indústria
- Sensitive Technologies
- Interoperabilidade
- Desenvolvimento
- Integração Nacional
- Presença do Estado
- Proteção
- Emprego
- Dual Employment
- Defesa
- Integração Nacional
- Exportação
- Paz Social
- Desarmamento
- Pesquisa Científica

**ARMY STRATEGIC PORTFOLIO**

- Transforms the Army
- Develops Brazil
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